Abstract

Purpose. To test the reliability of the Active Neighborhood Checklist (the Checklist), a user-friendly audit tool for assessing neighborhood environmental supports for physical activity.

Methods. Sixty-four street segments in St. Louis and southeastern Missouri were selected among diverse areas that varied with respect to socioeconomic levels, urbanization, and land use. Fifteen public health researchers and seven community stakeholders conducted audits in April 2005 following a two-hour training session. Interrater reliability was measured for the items in each section of the Checklist (land use characteristics, sidewalks, shoulders and bike lanes, street characteristics, and quality of the environment for a pedestrian) using observed agreement and the $k$ statistic.

Results. The mean observed agreement for 57 evaluated items was 0.87 (range, 0.61–1.00). The mean $k$ statistic was 0.68 (range, 0.21–1.00).

Discussion. With minimal training of the auditors, the Checklist demonstrated strong reliability. Future studies are needed to provide information about its usability for various stakeholders and across different settings. (Am J Health Promot 2007;21[6]:534–537.)
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PURPOSE

Assessment of environmental influences on physical activity is becoming increasingly important in identifying promising agents of change for the rising obesity and inactivity rates in the United States and abroad.1 An environmental audit is a systematic observational assessment of factors in the physical and social environment (e.g., recreational facilities and sidewalks) that hinder or facilitate physical activity.2 The number of audit tools being developed is mounting, with tools ranging in purpose, target population, and method of administration.3–6 However, almost all tools known to date are geared for researchers, and these can be long and can require extensive training. A recent review of 31 audit instruments identified only two tools for laypersons (walkability and bikeability checklists),3 both of which are subjective in nature and lack reliability testing results. The Active Neighborhood Checklist (hereafter referred to as the Checklist) was intended to be a short objective tool for assessing the activity friendliness of neighborhood streets. The Checklist was designed in a user-friendly format with lay terminology to make it useful for numerous audiences (e.g., community stakeholders, practitioners, and researchers), to reduce administration time, and to minimize the length of training. This study presents the interrater reliability of this tool.

METHODS

Design

The Checklist was designed as a refined version of existing audit tools,5 with emphasis on capturing the community physical environment domain of the ecological framework. In the developmental phase, items for the Checklist were selected based on a systematic process of weighting quantitative and qualitative evidence from evaluations of existing audit tool items. Quantitative evidence consisted of interrater reliability between two
and between researchers and community members, as well as associations between audit-derived environmental measures and physical activity behavior. Qualitative evidence included literature reviews and key informant interviews. Six researchers and three practitioners from urban planning, transportation, or public health with experience in developing or using audit tools participated in a 1-hour telephone interview that assessed opinions about (1) the most important features of the environment for inclusion in a user-friendly audit tool and (2) the process of conducting audits, including the selection of street segments (area of the road between two consecutive intersections) to audit and the method of aggregating street-segment data. Detailed decision rules for selecting and modifying items from the existing tools for inclusion in the Checklist are available from the author. In brief, the qualitative evidence generally guided which items were included in the refined tool, while the reliability results determined which items required modification. Modified items were derived from the original St. Louis Analytic Audit Tool, as well as from the Prevention Research Centers’ Healthy Aging Research Network Environmental Audit Tool, a detailed adaptation of the original St. Louis Analytic Audit Tool intended to assess environmental supports and barriers to physical activity among older adults.

For the evaluation phase of the Checklist, fifteen public health researchers and seven community stakeholders (advocates, public health practitioners, urban planners, and community organizers) volunteered to participate in the training and testing of the Checklist in April 2005. A 2-hour slide presentation introduced participants to the protocol of the audit tool. This training was followed by data collection, after which participants reconvened to provide informal feedback concerning the process of auditing, as well as the content and usability of the tool for research, advocacy, and practice. To test interrater reliability of the items, the 22 auditors organized into 15 pairs, with some auditors serving in more than one pair, and the pairs were assigned to different street segments. The mean administration time was 11.7 minutes (range, 3–25 minutes) per segment, and the mean number of segments audited per person was 5.9 segments (range, 2–17 segments).

Sample
This reliability study included 64 street segments in the St. Louis, Missouri, metropolitan area and in southeastern Missouri. All segments were selected in advance by one of us (C.M.H.) among areas that varied by socioeconomic level (lower, middle, and higher), urbanization (suburban, urban, and rural), and land use (residential and commercial) (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predominant Land Use*</th>
<th>Lower Income Urban</th>
<th>Lower Income Suburban</th>
<th>Middle Income Urban</th>
<th>Middle Income Suburban</th>
<th>Higher Income Urban</th>
<th>Higher Income Suburban</th>
<th>Higher Income Rural</th>
<th>Higher Income Downtown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some segments included a mixture of commercial and residential land uses.

RESULTS
The mean (SD) observed agreement for all items in the Checklist was 0.87 (0.10) (range, 0.61–1.00). Twelve of 57 items had substantial reliability, while 45 had almost perfect reliability.
DISCUSSION

Summary

The Checklist demonstrated high reliability when completed by researchers and community stakeholders across diverse street segments. Its reliability was comparable to the reliability reported for other audit tools, and was generally higher than that of the original tools on which the Checklist was based. Moreover, its required training time and number of items were less than those of comparable research tools, such as the original St. Louis Analytic Audit Tool and the Irvine-Minnesota Inventory. The administration time of the Checklist may also be shorter than that of other instruments, particularly as auditors gain experience using it.

Aggregating the street-segment data to create meaningful characterizations of a neighborhood environment may be achieved in multiple ways. The data may be summarized across a route (e.g., home to neighborhood) or area (e.g., around a school), depending on user preferences. Moreover, selection of segments to be audited may vary. Options include auditing all segments in an area or route or identifying a simple, proportionate, or stratified random sample of segments. A variety of useful measures may be computed from the street-segment data. Neighborhood measures may be provided for specific types of street segments, such as those with residential land uses, commercial land uses, schools, and parks. Examples of measures include the number (or percentage) of the following: segments without continuous sidewalks, segments with exemplary sidewalks (continuous, no misalignments or obstructions, width always ≥3 feet, and containing curb cuts and buffers), four-lane segments without crosswalks, medians or traffic-calming devices, and automobile-oriented commercial segments (e.g., building setback, parking lot as predominant land use, four-lane road, and containing strip malls, big-box stores, or malls).

Limitations

Although the Checklist was tested by a small multidisciplinary group of community stakeholders in St. Louis, its usability as an advocacy or planning tool was not formally examined. Data aggregation across routes or areas requires some analytic expertise to create composite measures for reports. Also, although the reliability of the tool was tested across diverse environments, its reliability in any single type of setting (e.g., rural) was not assessed. Therefore, future studies are needed to provide information on its usability for various stakeholders and across various settings.

The Checklist was developed to include the most important physical environment features believed to be associated with physical activity that could be reliably measured. However, the items of the tool have not been correlated with physical activity behavior. Some important features potentially related to walking and bicycling were excluded from the tool, including street connectivity, characteristics of

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audit Tool Section</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>No. of Audit Items Within k Statistic Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD) Min, Max</td>
<td>0.00–0.19 (Poor) 0.20–0.39 (Fair) 0.40–0.59 (Moderate) 0.60–0.79 (Substantial) 0.80–1.00 (Almost Perfect) Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use</td>
<td>0.74 (0.15) 0.43, 0.93</td>
<td>0 0 5 9 12 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidewalks</td>
<td>0.58 (0.20) 0.21, 0.89</td>
<td>0 2 4 4 1 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulders and bike lanes</td>
<td>0.58 (0.28) 0.27, 1.00</td>
<td>0 2 1 2 1 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street characteristics</td>
<td>0.69 (0.22) 0.31, 1.00</td>
<td>0 1 2 3 2 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of the environment</td>
<td>0.66 (0.22) 0.32, 0.88</td>
<td>0 1 1 2 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.68 (0.20) 0.21, 1.00</td>
<td>0 6 13 20 18 57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Interrater reliability was assessed for 64 street segments by 15 pairs of auditors.
intersections, traffic volume, qualities of recreational facilities, lighting, architecture, and social environment. These characteristics were omitted because they could be assessed from existing data or street maps (e.g., street connectivity) or by existing audit instruments (e.g., recreational facilities),\textsuperscript{4,6} they vary by time of day (e.g., traffic speed and volume), or they require alternative assessment methods (e.g., social environment). An area for note-taking follows each section of the tool to allow auditors to describe features or perceptions that may not be captured in the tool. Qualitative feedback from neighborhood residents should provide an important complement to the quantitative results obtained from the Checklist.

**Significance**

The Checklist is among only a few reliable audit tools for assessing neighborhood activity friendliness that may be useful for community members and stakeholders because of its simple format, lay terminology, item specificity, and short length. Moreover, it requires limited training of auditors to yield reliable results. The variety of specific measures that can be generated from it can be used for identifying targets of change in a neighborhood, raising awareness among community members or mobilizing communities to advocate for improving the activity friendliness of their neighborhoods.
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